
Sponsorships and how they work

Sponsorships have been set up by our listing partners to help pay for all or
part of the operating costs related to starting a tribe in its first year. Each
listing that supports a sponsorship has been given a unique code that
founders of the tribe will need to use in order to process paying for these
sponsored items.  Some sponsorships will pay for much of the LLC
processing and some will merely discount subscription fees for the tribe.
What the sponsorship pays for should be clearly marked on or near the
listing along with the minimum investment.

Entering Your Promo Code

Once you’ve selected a sponsored deal, you can enter the promo code
when signing up for your tribe’s membership with TribeVest.

The promo code has been set for a year’s free subscription, then the billing
will switch over to the card you have entered.

Sponsorships Providing LLC services

Some sponsorships pay for the filing of the tribe’s LLC.  In these cases,
Tribevest mandates that the LLC is filed within the state of Ohio.  Although
there are several advantages to this for the new tribe, it also reduces risk
to the sponsorship program and can not be modified.



For Registered Agent Services, you must select to use Tribevest Inc. as
your registered agent.

Closing Deals within the timeframe

In order for the Sponsorship to cover your LLC filing costs and other
optional business services, you will need to close on your investment
within the sponsor’s specified timeframe or within a year of founding your
tribe (If timeframes are not specified by the sponsor).

Intent of the Sponsorship Program

The sponsorship program is meant to get investors started and encourage
new members to join the platform and is not meant to provide revenue
back to active tribes.  This is why we only pay directly for services that get
investors up and running and we don’t incentivize existing tribes to start
over (as they already have most of what we pay for).   We appreciate our
existing members and as they form new tribes with new partners, they are
certainly eligible to enjoy the benefits of sponsorships.


